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ChaPTEr 2

Women, free trade, and
harriet martineau’s Dawn Island at
the 1845 anti-corn Law League bazaar

l
LEsLEE thoRnE-muRphy

O

n May 8, 1845, the Anti-Corn Law League opened its grand London
bazaar. The League staged its bazaar in Covent Garden Theater, completely transforming the theater itself into a replica of a Norman Gothic
hall. The rows of chairs were removed. The orchestra pit was boarded
over. A false ceiling and columns created the look of a stone hall with illuminated stained-glass windows, and rows of tables piled with goods for
sale lined the sides and center of the hall. The theater in its entirety had
become a stage, so that as patrons mounted the stairwell to enter, they were
presented with an immense scene laid out before them. As the Illustrated
London News reported, “the visitor . . . [can] take in the whole at the first
glance, and hence the effect of the coup d’oeil is most striking and imposing” (see figure 2.1).1
1

“Opening of the Anti-Corn-Law League Bazaar,” Illustrated London News, 10 May 1845,
295. In Bazaars and Fair Ladies: The History of the American Fundraising Fair, Beverly Gordon
examines American bazaars that attempted to create similarly thematic and grandiose scenery for bazaars, beginning with the sanitary fairs during the American Civil War (Knoxville:
University of Tennessee Press, 1998). As several historians have noted, and as many Victorians
themselves observed, the League bazaar was a precursor to the Great Exhibition of 1851. See,
in particular, Archibald Prentice, History of the Anti-Corn-Law League (1853), 2nd ed., vol. 2
(New york: Augustus M. Kelley, 1968), 327; Peter J. Gurney, “‘The Sublime of the Bazaar’: A
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figure 2.1
free Trade bazaar at Covent garden Theater.
from the Illustrated London News, 10 may 1845, p. 296
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Thousands of visitors flocked to the bazaar on each of the seventeen
days it ran, specially scheduled trains brought visitors from various regions
of England, specially scheduled steamboats brought visitors from Scotland,
eventually admission prices had to be raised in order to keep the number
of patrons down, the major newspapers (whatever their political stance)
covered the event, and hundreds of people worked throughout the weeks
to keep the stalls stocked and staffed (see figures 2.2 and 2.3). The stage
hosted a restaurant, and a daily newspaper published on-site gave consumers an overview of the plentiful goods available. In short, the bazaar was
a stunning success. By the time it closed, the bazaar had raised £25,000
for the Anti-Corn Law League’s massive £100,000 fund-raising campaign.2
Perhaps as important, the League saw the bazaar as a moral victory, an
indication that public opinion was shifting to favor its cause.3 As a champion of free trade, specifically lobbying for the repeal of tariffs on foreign
grain, the League boasted that because of the bazaar, “London is penetrated, possessed, conquered by Free-Trade opinion.”4
According to League publications, this imposing affair was originally
proposed by “the earnest entreaty of a number of ladies.”5 One would
expect a bazaar to have been the suggestion of ladies; after all, Victorian
bazaars were often known as ladies’ sales. Women typically organized
bazaars, made the goods sold at them, and staffed the stalls. As F. K. Prochaska remarks, “The bazaar . . . was pre-eminently a female affair.”6 As a
Moment in the Making of a Consumer Culture in Mid-Nineteenth Century England,” Journal of Social History 40.2 (Winter 2006): 385–405; and Tammy Whitlock, Crime, Gender, and
Consumer Culture in Nineteenth-Century England (Burlington, VT, and Aldershot, England:
Ashgate, 2005), 57. Several newspapers called for a larger, government-sponsored exhibition
as they commented on the bazaar, most notably the The Art-Union: Monthly Journal of the Fine
Arts, the Arts Decorative and Ornamental (hereafter The Art-Union) and the League.
2 Norman McCord, The Anti-Corn Law League, 1838–1846 (London: Allen and Unwin,
1958), 161.
3 See, for example, “The Bazaar,” League, 15 March 1845, 385–86; “The Bazaar—Its Moral
Results,” League, 24 May 1845, 545; and “Retrospect,” League, 5 July 1845, 642.
4 “The Bazaar—Its Moral Results,” League, 24 May 1845, 545.
5 “The Bazaar,” League, 16 November 1844, 115.
6 F. K. Prochaska, Women and Philanthropy in Nineteenth-Century England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), 57. Prochaska’s chapter on bazaars (47–72) offers the most comprehensive overview of English bazaars. Gordon’s Bazaars and Fair Ladies gives a detailed study of
American fundraising fairs. See also Whitlock, Crime, Gender, and Consumer Culture, chapter
2: “Vanity Fairs: The Growth of Bazaars and Fancy Fairs,” 41–69; and Gary Dyer, “The ‘Vanity Fair’ of Nineteenth-Century England: Commerce, Women, and the East in the Ladies’
Bazaar,” Nineteenth-Century Literature 46.2 (September 1991): 196–222. Ironically, though the
bazaar may have been undertaken at the suggestion of League ladies, it was George Wilson,
the Chairman of the Council, who spearheaded the preparations for the bazaar.
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figure 2.2
Stall at the free Trade bazaar.
from the Illustrated London News, 17 may 1845, p. 309

cultural phenomenon specifically associated with middle- and upper-class
women, the Victorian fund-raising bazaar offers a fertile field for exploring their involvement with a female-oriented marketplace. Since these
women’s marketplaces existed outside the workaday world of commerce,
women could manipulate the variables of a typical marketplace to accomplish their purposes, and one of the most consistent and notorious rules of
these temporary markets was the dictum to overcharge. After all, goods
were supposed to be priced exorbitantly at a fund-raising fair; the idea was
to create an artificially inflated market in order to raise as much money as
possible for a good cause. Everyone knew this; most bazaars flaunted the
fact with satirical stories of fair ladies wheedling money from duped men
who would find themselves leaving with an armful of overpriced and useless items. Many lyrics played with the notion of the women selling themselves as much as their goods—flirtation was a staple element of bazaars.
Usually this was part of the fun, part of the entertainment one expected.
Fund-raising fairs walked a thin line between the moral earnestness of
charitably donating to a good cause and the carnivalesque appeal of playfully inverting the logic of capitalism.
•
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The irony of the Anti-Corn Law bazaar was that a political organization whose sole reason for existence was the promotion of free trade would
adopt a fund-raising and public relations technique self-consciously identified as an artificially inflated market. Not surprisingly, the two market
systems came into conflict within the League bazaar itself. As the print
matter generated for the bazaar reveals, this conflict was heavily gendered—the internal market logic of the ladies’ fair in conflict with the
masculinized manufacturing marketplace. In this essay, I trace the conflict
as it plays out in the League’s publications and in press coverage of the
bazaar. I then examine a publication that negotiated the gendered implications of the conflicting marketplace ideologies—Harriet Martineau’s
Dawn Island (1845). As a renowned author who had made her reputation
as an exponent of political economy, and also as a woman who regularly
contributed needlework to fund-raising fairs, Martineau was in a unique
position to enter gendered discussions of market theory and practice. She
wrote Dawn Island specifically to be sold at the Anti-Corn Law League
bazaar, and within its pages she wove a subtle argument responding to the
gendered rhetoric of the bazaar by insisting on the value of women’s work
to the healthy functioning of free trade.

i. thE anti-coRn LaW LEaguE bazaaR

When the League’s official weekly newspaper announced the bazaar in
November 1844, it suggested that local League offices organize committees
to prepare and gather items to be sold at the bazaar.7 Both Ladies’ committees and Gentlemen’s committees were to be formed; the ladies to make
“fancy” goods, solicit contributions, and staff the stalls; the gentlemen to
canvass for donated goods for the ladies to use in their handicrafts. The
paper also introduced an element atypical of bazaars, one that would take
this fund-raising fair far beyond the realm of the typical ladies’ sale: it suggested that the committees attempt to gather items representing the staple
manufactures of their respective locales.8 Four months later, this mere suggestion formed a major component of the plans:
Unlike ordinary Bazaars, that which the League is about to open will, to a
great extent, assume the character of a National Exposition of the Products
7
8

“The Bazaar,” League, 16 November 1844, 115.
Ibid.
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of British Skill and Industry. The Council are already informed that several
of the great marts of industry intend sending specimens of all the staple
manufactures of their districts.
As an exposition, the Bazaar will be more perfect and complete than
was at first anticipated.9

The League had found a way for a ladies’ sale to contribute to its free-trade
ideology. By introducing elements of an industrial exposition, the bazaar
would illustrate the power of manufacturing and the necessity of allowing
industry to thrive in an open market.
Given the combination of ladies’ fair and industrial exhibition, both
League members and the press puzzled over the term “bazaar” itself. An
article promoting the bazaar in the League confessed:
We have always regretted being obliged to content ourselves with an old
word for a perfectly new thing; but, as the dictionary affords us no latitude
of choice, we must be satisfied to continue using the old term “Bazaar,”
under protest, however, that it is calculated to give a partially erroneous and
altogether inadequate idea of the spectacle which London and the world
will next month witness.10

Other writers attempted to find more adequate words, including a
“museum of British manufactures,” a “great national exhibition,” a “British Museum of arts and manufactures,” an “exhibition of manufactures,”
a “national Free-Trade jubilee,” and “a National Exposition of the Products of British Skill and Industry.”11 Note that all these terms attempted
9 George Wilson, “National Anti-Corn-Law Bazaar, to Be Held in the Theatre Royal,
Covent Garden, London, May, 1845,” 18 March 1845, circular (Manchester: J. Gadsby, 1845),
1, The Making of the Modern World: The Goldsmiths’-Kress Library of Economic Literature,
Gale Cengage, http://primofe1.byu.edu/primo_library/libweb/action/getItAction.do?indx=
1&ct=getit&doc=dedupmrg14686345&fctV=&fctN=&frbg=&dum=true&vid=byu-PC&vl(17
3474579UI1)=all_items&vl(173474578UI0)=any&srt=rank&indx=1&dstmp=1285877155695
&tab=search&ct=search&scp.scps=scope%3A(LEE)%2Cscope%3A(ByU)%2Cscope%3A(by
ugle)%2Cscope%3A(Unicorn_online)%2Cscope%3A(CONTENTdm)%2Cscope%3A(JUV)
%2Cscope%3A(SPEC)%2Cscope%3A(INTERNET)%2Cscope%3A(SWKT)%2Cscope%3A
(SLC)%2Cscope%3A(LEELRC)%2Cscope%3A(MUSIC)%2Cscope%3A(saskia)%2Cscope%
3A(CONTENTdm2)%2Cprimo_central_multiple_fe&vl(freeText0)=National Anti-CornLaw Bazaar%2C to Be Held in the Theatre Royal%2C Covent Garden%2C London%2C
May%2C 1845&fn=search&mode=Basic&dscnt=0.
10 “The Bazaar,” League, 12 April 1845, 449.
11 London Times, 9 May 1845, 6; Bazaar Gazette, 1, 1; Taits Edinburgh Magazine, July 1845,
475; League, 22 March 1845, 407; League, 19 April 1845, 465; and Wilson, “National AntiCorn-Law Bazaar,” 1.
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figure 2.3
The leeds stall, using the space of a theater box, with a table set up below.
from The art-Union: Monthly Journal of the Fine arts, the arts Decorative and
Ornamental, July 1845, p. 212
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to ignore the fact that the bazaar had originated as a ladies’ sale. Indeed, if
writers wanted to praise the bazaar, they overplayed the industrial exhibition element of the bazaar; if they wanted to disparage the bazaar, they did
so by terming it a mere ladies’ sale.12 The Morning Chronicle’s position was
typical of League supporters: “From day to day the Bazaar has increasingly assumed its higher and more interesting character, as a display of the
resources and capabilities of British industry.”13
The Bazaar Gazette, the daily newspaper published at the bazaar, itself
reflected this perspective. Each day it highlighted certain stalls, listing notable items for sale and giving an overview of the various goods displayed.
The items it mentioned fell into three general categories: manufactured
goods, ladies’ fancy items, and curiosities such as collections of minerals
or signatures of celebrities. Calculating how many items are listed in each
of these categories gives us an interesting perspective on what the editor
thought worthy of mention. Manufactured goods made up seventy-two
percent of the items, ladies’ work was listed twenty percent of the time,
and eight percent of the items were curiosities.14 Obviously the highlight
of the bazaar for the editor was its function as an exhibition of manufactured goods. It is noteworthy that the Morning Herald (unsympathetic to
the League) estimated that three-fourths of the goods for sale were ladies’
items, while the Bazaar Gazette mentioned manufactured goods nearly
three-fourths of the time.15
If the League and its sympathizers actually wanted an industrial exhibition, why would they have taken the trouble to organize a bazaar?
Aside from the money the bazaar would raise, the answer draws upon
the moral and religious overtones of ladies’ sales. As Paul Pickering and
Alex Tyrrell argue, the League went to great lengths to depict itself as a
philanthropic cause, and part of this effort involved soliciting women’s
participation, for “the support of women could transform debatable policy proposals into religious and moral imperatives that allowed no legiti12 See, for example: Bazaar Gazette, 16, 3; “The Mercantile Value of the Fine Arts,” The ArtUnion, 1 July 1845, 209–28, 209; and Morning Herald, quoted in League, 10 May 1845, 516–17,
517.
13 Quoted in Bazaar Gazette, 16, 3.
14 I suspect that the editor and writer of the Bazaar Gazette was Samuel Carter Hall, editor
of The Art-Union. The Art-Union published a feature article on the bazaar in July 1845, and
there are many similarities between the coverage of the bazaar in this article and the coverage
in the Gazette. Whoever he or she was, the editor was a proponent of the industrial aspects
of the bazaar. The percentages I calculate do not indicate the number of goods listed, for at
times the editor simply mentioned “printed cashmeres” or “embroidered articles,” but they do
indicate the percentages of times he or she chose to mention certain types of items.
15 Quoted in League, 10 May 1845, 516–17, 517.
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mate counter-argument.”16 This logic was used to great effect by W. J.
Fox, one of the League’s speakers, who advised women to contribute to
and participate in the bazaar because it was a charitable endeavor to help
the needy afford bread, a humane effort to counter the “inhuman” rationale of “monopolies.”17 Unlike charitable efforts based on “the selfishness
of sentimental benevolence,”18 the efforts of League women would avoid
merely giving handouts of food and clothing; instead, they would “procure
for . . . [the poor], daily and permanently, a supply of all these—to procure
the abolition of the cruel monopolies which make all these things dear, and
work scarce and wages low.”19 In essence, sponsoring a ladies’ sale contributed to the League’s efforts to depict itself as a proponent of what it saw
as the best type of charity—free trade. As another League speaker, Robert
Moore, phrased it, “while the Bazaar would be memorable and unexampled for its specimens of the industry and ingenuity of the British manufacturer, the League was especially desirous that the amount of ladies’ work
should show that the question had become a home question.”20 If women
were unabashedly involved, then the fight for repeal of the corn laws must
be a moral and religious cause worthy of involving women’s domestic
interests and labor in overt political action.
Since the League wanted the bazaar to be both ladies’ sale and industrial exhibition, it was forced to negotiate aspects of the two markets that
were inherently opposed, specifically the bazaar dictum to overcharge for
goods. League publications attempted to settle this problem beforehand
by instructing donors on how to price their own goods: “It is respectfully
requested that, wherever practicable, the contributors themselves will affix
their own prices to the articles according to the known cost of the raw materials, and the additional value given by the labour subsequently expended
upon them.”21 As a simplified statement of Adam Smith’s labor theory of
value, this pricing technique appears straightforward and unproblematic.22
16 Paul A. Pickering and Alex Tyrrell, The People’s Bread: A History of the Anti-Corn Law
League (London and New york: Leicester University Press, 2000), 127.
17 “Letters on the Corn Laws, No. VIII. To the Women of Great Britain,” League, 23
November 1844, 136.
18 League, 14 December 1844, 185.
19 “A Letter on the Duties of Englishwomen to One Another,” League, 19 April 1845, 469.
20 “Edinburgh,” League, 5 April 1845, 436.
21 “National Anti-Corn-Law Bazaar,” League, 5 April 1845, 440. This same announcement
was posted in each issue of the League until the bazaar opened.
22 Adam Smith, Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, ed. R. H. Campbell and A. S. Skinner, 2 vols. (1776; rpt. Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Classics, 1976). Smith
argues that labor is the standard on which “real price” is based (1:51). The components of
labor that result in any given commodity’s market price are wages, rent, and profit, tempered
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When it came to thousands of different individuals assigning prices to
their separate items, however, complexities arose. In their report on the
opening of the bazaar, the London Times correspondent complained that
the goods at the bazaar were absurdly overpriced and pointed out the irony
of the League bewailing high bread prices while inflating the price of
goods they offered for sale.23 Hypocrisy was not an accusation the League
wished to merit, especially when it came to issues of pricing. Duly, the first
page of the Bazaar Gazette the next day reported, “Complaints having been
made that some articles were too highly priced, the ladies’ secretaries have
gone round and recommended a reduction in all the charges that could
be regarded as exorbitant.”24 These secretaries were specifically targeting
the handmade fancy goods contributed by the Leagues’ women, for “at the
stalls for manufactured goods, all . . . are being sold at wholesale prices.”25
The ladies’ goods, on the other hand, were priced according to the conventions of a typical fancy fair. This did not defy the League’s advice on pricing, it simply interpreted that advice differently, for, as the Bazaar Gazette
admitted, “Fancy articles have, it is true, a higher conventional value than
ordinary goods, on account of the fair hands by which they have been
wrought.”26 In other words, when calculating the price of raw materials
plus labor, the makers of the handmade items claimed a much higher value
for their labor. Their labor was infused with the intangible value of moral
worth associated with charity, religion, and the connections of family and
home.

ii. haRRiEt maRtinEau’s Dawn IslanD
and WomEn’s LaboR

The value of women’s labor was exactly the issue Martineau placed at the
heart of her tale written for the bazaar. Martineau was a long-time supby supply and demand (1:67–68). The League asks its contributors to calculate the price of
their donations according to the cost of their supplies (resulting from the costs of wages, rent,
and profit) and their own labor, donating all the proceeds as profit. The League’s simplified
version of pricing and value does not take into account the complexities addressed by Smith
and other early political economists, particularly David Ricardo in On the Principles of Political
Economy and Taxation (1817).
23 “The National Free Trade Bazaar at Covent-Garden Theatre,” London Times, 9 May
1845, 6.
24 Bazaar Gazette, 3, 1.
25 Bazaar Gazette, 3, 1.
26 Bazaar Gazette, 3, 1.
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porter of the League. Having made her literary reputation with the bestselling series Illustrations of Political Economy (1832–34), she was well
versed in the ideology of free trade. Indeed, the nineteenth tale in her Illustrations series, titled “Sowers Not Reapers” (1834), specifically advocated
repeal of the corn laws. As a self-proclaimed popularizer of the tenets of
political economy, Martineau staked her professional success on her ability
to present complex political and economic ideas clearly, succinctly, and logically, as Mary Poovey’s contribution to this volume demonstrates. For her
this was not merely a matter of political expediency—it was a moral quest
to educate all members of her society in the basic economic tenets that she
believed would improve their well-being.
For Martineau, contributing to the bazaar was another means of accomplishing her purposes. Since she was an invalid when the bazaar was first
announced, Martineau intended to donate copies of her books or pieces of
her own fancywork.27 By the time the bazaar was held, however, Martineau had regained her health and decided to write a new book as her contribution: “I have now to write a tale,—a little book for our great League
Bazaar,—being too well and busy to do the fancy-work I had intended to
send.”28 The fancywork she “had intended to send” was a common pastime
for Martineau, and she often donated it to benefit a good cause, particularly to American anti-slavery bazaars.29 Deborah Anna Logan discusses
this aspect of Martineau’s work, detailing the parallels between needlework and penwork in Martineau’s professional and philanthropic efforts.
As Logan explains, “Martineau was proud of her needleworking skill and
regarded needles and pens as complementary, not antithetical, means of
expression.”30 Replacing her intended fancywork with a newly composed
tale, then, was a natural substitution for Martineau. She indicates in turn
that her fancywork would have been a more laborious, but equally important, contribution. As a woman who regularly contributed to bazaars and
as a best-selling author who crafted her reputation as an advocate of the
free trade demanded by England’s industrial interests, Martineau strad27 Martineau to William Johnson Fox, 23 April 1844, The Collected Letters of Harriet Martineau, 5 vols., vol. 2, ed. Deborah Anna Logan, The Pickering Masters (London: Pickering and
Chatto, 2007), 284–86, 285.
28 Martineau to Mrs. Henry G. Chapman, 15 March 1845, Memorials of Harriet Martineau,
by Maria Weston Chapman (Boston and New york: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1877),
361. See also Martineau to Miss Pease, 18 March 1845, Collected Letters, vol. 3, 6–7; and Deborah Anna Logan, The Hour and the Woman: Harriet Martineau’s “Somewhat Remarkable” Life
(Dekalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2002), 78.
29 Chapman, Memorials, 363. See also Logan, The Hour and the Woman, 39–77.
30 Logan, The Hour and the Woman, 30.
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dled the gendered divide of the bazaar, valuing it as a ladies’ sale to which
she could donate needlework as well as an industrial exhibition where her
writings on political economy would be perfectly at home.
Martineau’s tale for the bazaar, Dawn Island, participates in the rhetoric regarding the dual nature of the bazaar. It addresses the value of
women’s labor, though the tale is a deceptively simple fable of colonial
free trade. Drawing upon accounts of European explorers’ contact with
the peoples of the Pacific islands, specifically of Tahiti, Martineau depicts a
small, seemingly idyllic island.31 All is not right, however, on Dawn Island.
Continual warfare, human sacrifice, and the ritual infanticide of the first
three children born to each woman are resulting in a significant population decline, so that the priest Miava dreads the realization of an ancient
prophecy: “the forest-tree shall grow; the coral shall spread and branch
out; but man shall cease” (22).32 As the moral center of the tale, Miava and
his adopted daughter Idya lament many of their own cultural practices,
though they feel themselves bound to follow the precepts of their society.
When an English trading ship arrives at the island, with a Captain who
preaches the doctrine of free trade, the islanders are converted to principles of commerce. The Captain convinces them to stop all human sacrifice,
and Miava foresees a peaceful future in which the various villages of the
island will trade goods with one another and with the seagoing vessels.
Given Dawn Island’s setting, it is no surprise that most recent critics
have discussed it from the perspective of postcolonial studies. They focus
on its relationship to other writing of the British Empire, elucidating Martineau’s place within imperial ideology.33 Notably, however, the narrative
31

Rod Edmond refers to Martineau drawing upon accounts of Tahiti by the missionary
William Ellis in Polynesian Researches (1829) (Representing the South Pacific: Colonial Discourse
from Cook to Gauguin [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997], 136). Martineau’s
depictions of Dawn Island also appear to be indebted to published accounts of Captain Cook’s
voyages, such as An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of His Present Majesty
for Making Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere: and Successively Performed by Commodore
Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, in the Dolphin, the Swallow, and the
Endeavour: Drawn up from the Journals Which Were Kept by the Several Commanders, and from
the Papers of Joseph Banks, Esq. (1773).
32 Harriet Martineau, Dawn Island, A Tale (Manchester: J. Gadsby, 1845). Subsequent references to this text are cited parenthetically in the text. In a review of Melville’s Omoo, the
Dublin Review attributes this prophecy to a Tahitian High Priest named Tecarmoar (23 [September and December 1847], 341–63, 363). See also Logan, Harriet Martineau, Victorian Imperialism, and the Civilizing Mission (Farnham, Surrey, and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010), 103.
33 See, for example, Logan, Civilizing Mission, 99–105; Edmond, Representing the South
Pacific, 130–42; Patrick Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness: British Literature and Imperialism,
1830–1914 (Ithaca, Ny, and London: Cornell University Press, 1988), 30–32; Brantlinger,
“‘Dying Races’: Rationalizing Genocide in the Nineteenth Century,” in The Decolonization of
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figure 2.4
The frontispiece of Dawn Island, drawn and etched by J. Stephenson
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avoids much of the typical rhetoric of British colonial expansion—the
claiming of territory, the possibility of British settlers, and the religious
conversion of the native population. Instead, the tale focuses specifically
on the moral import of trade. As Logan explains, “In its depiction of the
confrontation between a native island tribe and white British traders—the
first such meeting for either side—Dawn Island suggests how the Civilizing
Mission might be accomplished by imperial representatives with altruistic
moral and ethical standards, people . . . committed to promoting the socioeconomic values of western culture.”34
As Martineau elaborates a vision of commerce as an ethical method of
imperial expansion, she reinforces the principle of free trade at the heart of
the League’s political stance. yet she does not stop there. Though at first
glance the tale seems to have little to do with the bazaar itself, a closer
examination reveals Martineau’s engagement with the gendered rhetoric
circulating in League publications at the same time she was writing the
book. In order to accept and implement international commerce, the people of Dawn Island must revalue the labor performed by its women.
We learn that on Dawn Island “women . . . [are] regarded as an inferior
race” (15) and are required to serve their fathers, husbands, or sons:
They were required to cook for their masters at the superior oven provided
for the better abode [where the men lived], to carry in the baskets of food
and wait on the eaters, and at night to sleep in the most comfortless corner
of the larger dwelling; but further than this they were not indulged. They
must eat only when others had done, must not touch anything particularly
good nor complain of anything particularly bad, must always be within
call, and wait standing, must not lie down at night till all the animals were
asleep, and must, without fail, be busy at the oven before their masters
awoke in the morning. (15–16)

Martineau paints such a stark picture of the gendered division of labor that
Imagination: Culture, Knowledge, and Power, ed. Jan Nederveen Pieterse and Bhikhu Parekh
(London and Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Zed Books, 1995), 43–56; Brantlinger, Fictions of State:
Culture and Credit in Britain, 1694–1994 (Ithaca, Ny, and London: Cornell University Press,
1996), 186–87; and Brantlinger, Dark Vanishings: Discourse on the Extinction of Primitive Races,
1800–1930 (Ithaca, Ny, and London: Cornell University Press, 2003), 30–32. Ayse Celikkol,
in Romances of Free Trade: British Literature, Laissez-Faire, and the Global Nineteenth Century
(Oxford and New york: Oxford University Press, 2011, 67–82), puts forward a related argument, asserting that Dawn Island represents a mystical land outside of national boundaries,
where free trade can be associated with a feminized fertility and abundance.
34 Logan, Civilizing Mission, 99.
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the women are portrayed as virtual slaves: they are considered “an inferior
race” who keep “their masters” clothed, fed, and housed.
Martineau was an ardent abolitionist, and she considered free trade
the best means to eliminate slavery in the world, as she argued in “Demerara” (1834), a tale dealing directly with West Indian slavery.35 Whether
or not she was correct, her logic was in line with that of League leaders.
As the League reported, “Convince the slaveowner that by free labour a
greater quantity of sugar can be produced at the same or at less cost than
by slave labour, and when he is made to feel that slavery is unprofitable he
will not be long in discovering that it is inhuman.”36 In Dawn Island, Martineau exemplifies this principle; she depicts slavery as ultimately unprofitable. Within this rhetoric of abolitionist free trade, Dawn Island depicts
a proto-Demerara, before slavery and economic exploitation had rendered
free-labor and free-trade matters for complicated political maneuvering
and intricate international trade negotiations. Dawn Island depicts first
contact as it should have been according to Martineau. It is her version of
an abolitionist text in that it addresses the problem of the enslavement of
women on Dawn Island by offering Western colonial trade as its solution.
Emancipation comes about when the Captain and his men begin to
trade for goods. The items the Captain and his men want to acquire are the
types of products that Idya and the other women usually procure for their
families—fish, hogs, and coconuts. Now that these goods have exchange
value, the work done to produce them is respected and respectable.
Whereas before the arrival of the ship Idya had done all of the work to
sustain herself and her husband while he “did little but bask on the shore,
or bathe in the inlet” (41), as soon as the sailors begin to trade, he “himself
promised to go fishing” (74). Indeed, the men in general set aside their
aversion to women’s work and begin to participate in it, and the women
vow to work even harder (74, 87). The people of the island make plans to
provide raw resources, to implement agricultural cultivation, and to fabri35 Harriet Martineau, “Demerara, A Tale,” in Illustrations of Political Economy, vol. 2 (London: Charles Fox, 1834), 142–43.
36 “How Slavery May Be Abolished—The Sugar Monopoly and the Anti-Slavery Society,”
League, 8 February 1845, 306–7, 306. To demonstrate his belief in the power of free trade to
eliminate slavery, one donor to the League bazaar boasted that he was sending “fifteen hogsheads of New Orleans slave-grown sugar” to be sold at the bazaar in order to protest the government’s refusal to lift the tariff on foreign sugar (William Brown to Sir, 11 May 1845, Bazaar
Gazette, 7, 3). Consistent with this reasoning, Richard Cobden, one of the leading free-trade
Members of Parliament, had taken a controversial stance in 1844, supporting Robert Peel’s
effort to lower the duty on slave-grown sugar. His support helped keep Peel in office (see
McCord, The Anti-Corn Law League, 1838–1846, 192–93).
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cate goods such as rope and mats (87). True to Martineau’s claim that free
labor is more productive than slave labor, the islanders show every indication that their productivity will increase with the introduction of commerce. Even more significantly, there is no question that both men and
women will contribute to this work. Though there is no official Emancipation Proclamation, trade has radically changed the women’s place in
society. It has freed them from their slave status solely by reconceiving the
value of their work.
In addition, trade brings a fundamental change in the value of women’s
reproductive labor. Since the first three children of each couple traditionally have been sacrificed to the god Oro, Martineau portrays infanticide as
the main cause of the island’s population decline: Miava ponders, “Those
who are born should be more than those who die; but if every man has one
or two living children, and many more dead, how are our valleys to be peopled again?” (47).37 In his discussion of Dawn Island, Patrick Brantlinger
argues that depictions of depopulation by colonial authors are “one of
the most frequent rationalizations for the ‘vanishing’ or ‘passing’ of nonWestern peoples. [ . . . It] is also the most extreme form of ‘blaming the
victim.’”38 This is exactly Martineau’s approach; she depicts the islanders as
at fault for their population decline. Brantlinger astutely argues that Martineau is portraying “a reversal of the Malthusian nightmare,” in which
“non-Western peoples” commit “auto-genocide.”39 Ironically, though, in
one respect Martineau is following Malthus’s lead. Malthus, referencing
Hume, posits the practice of infanticide as a method of birth control that
“generally contributes to increase the population of a country. By removing the fears of too numerous a family, it encourages marriage, and the
powerful yearnings of nature prevent parents from resorting to so cruel an
expedient except in extreme cases.”40 In Tahiti, however, he surmises that
the practice was prevalent enough to have “a contrary tendency.”41 Martin37 Martineau most likely drew her ideas for infanticide on Dawn Island from accounts
of infanticide among the arioi societies on Tahiti. The arioi were groups of traveling ritual
performers who practiced sexual freedom before marriage and who practiced abortion and
infanticide in cases of premarital pregnancy. See Anne Salmond, Aphrodite’s Island: The European Discovery of Tahiti (Berkeley; Los Angeles; London: University of California Press, 2009),
35, 112, 116, 315.
38 Brantlinger, “‘Dying Races,’” 43.
39 Brantlinger, “‘Dying Races,’” 43.
40 T. R. Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population; or A View of Its Past and Present
Effects on Human Happiness; With an Inquiry into Our Prospects Respecting the Future Removal
or Mitigation of the Evils Which It Contains, 1803, 2nd ed., ed. Patricia James, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 50.
41 Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population, 50.
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eau uses this same logic when she emphasizes infanticide as the main cause
of Dawn Island’s decreasing population. By depicting a shrinking population with an extreme form of birth control that must be eliminated, Martineau was able to represent the Malthusian stance on infanticide while
advocating for a domestic ideal of maternal and filial love that combined a
thoroughly feminine and respectable position with a new emphasis on the
labor value of motherhood.42
Idya is haunted by the memory of her infant who was ritually sacrificed. The Captain validates her emotional response by insisting that the
islanders’ god must be displeased with these infant sacrifices if he is causing
the population to decline (82–83). Instead of sacrificing their children, the
Captain suggests, the islanders should raise them to be productive workers who can trade for industrialized goods (88). Within the logic of commerce, women’s reproductive labor has increased value because it generates
future workers. These new workers will then be able to barter for trade
goods, which will become the new sacrifices to offer the islanders’ gods:
“‘Lay before them,’ said the captain seriously, ‘an axe, and a knife, and a
looking-glass, and a garment of cotton’” (88). By using industrial goods to
replace ritualized human sacrifice, the Captain places trade at the heart of
the society’s moral and religious code.
As part of this new moral code, the Captain preaches a gospel of
domesticity. He revokes the “taboos” that mark certain people, homes, and
battlegrounds as untouchable, set aside for the gods. Instead, he taboos the
taking of human life and invokes the establishment of a domestic space
as the end result of free trade. As his last act before leaving the island, the
Captain lifts a taboo on the house of Idya’s mother-in-law, announcing that
the home “‘is for her and for Idya to live in, and for . . . Miava, . . . that all
may see that the taboo is taken off’” (92). Establishing a newly hallowed
domestic space becomes the moral result of introducing free trade to the
island. The Captain offers a home, a new market value for women’s (and
now men’s) work, a growing labor force, and industrial trade goods as the
moral prescription both for satisfying the islanders’ gods and for successful
trade.
By the end of the tale, women who had previously lived in their own
“hovels” now live in honored homes. Women who had provided subsistence for their fathers and husbands now contribute to a trade economy.
Men who had considered war and sacred ritual their only responsibilities
42 Martineau had been criticized for depicting Malthusian population control in her Illustrations tale, “Weal and Woe in Garveloch” (see Quarterly Review, 49 [April 1833]: 136–52). In
Dawn Island she broaches the same topic more circumspectly.
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now participate in making trade goods. Parents who had sacrificed many
of their infants now plan to raise all that are born to them. These fundamental changes to life on Dawn Island required the revaluing of women’s
labor. Thus, Martineau insists that women’s contributions are integral to
the functioning of a moral and successful marketplace and that the impetus behind that marketplace is the creation of an idealized home.

iii. concLusion

Martineau therefore writes an idealized tale of free trade, emancipation,
imperial commerce, and gender cooperation. In this milieu, free trade is
a means, but not an end in itself. The end results of free trade in this tale
are a reconception of women’s productive and reproductive labor, and the
establishment of a religious and moral domestic ideal as a justification for
commerce. Thus, the issues associated with free trade in this narrative
align themselves with the issues regarding gender and the marketplace at
the League bazaar, where the value of women’s labor was in flux, and the
moral and domestic associations of a ladies’ sale became a justification for
seeing free trade as a philanthropic endeavor. In the tale, Martineau takes a
decided stance on these issues. Women’s work, of all varieties, is to be valued. Industrial production goes hand in hand with domestic production;
the moral associations of domesticity (and the women’s work so often associated with it) are not antithetical to a competitive marketplace. Instead,
they are the moral impulse driving the marketplace; they are the rationale
legitimating economic gain.
By placing domesticity and women’s work at the heart of free-trade
ideology, Martineau offers an alternative to viewing the ladies’ sale and
the industrial exhibition as antithetical elements of the bazaar. From the
point of view given in Dawn Island, these elements are complementary.
The ladies’ sale offers the exhibition a moral justification, and the exhibition offers the ladies’ sale a means of showing that men’s and women’s
mutual work is essential to the healthy functioning of the market and the
home. This may well have been the reason Martineau herself was pleased
to discover that a tablecloth she had embroidered and sent to an American
anti-slavery bazaar had been sold for $100, an exorbitant price. Though
Martineau would surely have upheld the notion of a free market in principle, she did not bemoan the inflated market that had raised substantial
money for a good cause. Instead, “‘So many of my thoughts and feelings,’
she said, ‘are wrought into that table-cover, that I dreaded lest it should
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pass into unknown hands. But now—How much pleasure this has given
me! Thank every one of the “chivalry” for me!’”43 Her tablecloth was
worth the exorbitant price because of the “thoughts and feelings” that were
embroidered into it and because the price paid for it was a compliment to
her from friends and fellow abolitionists. Martineau understood the labor
theory of value that drove the typical ladies’ sale—it did not result in an
inflated market, it resulted in a market priced according to philanthropic,
domestic, and moral value.

43

Chapman, Memorials, 444.
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